Responses of limbic and extrapyramidal neurotensin systems to stimulants of abuse. Involvement of dopaminergic mechanisms.
In summary, we have observed that drugs of abuse, which can cause schizophrenia-like paranoia, alter striatal and accumbens NT systems in a similar, dramatic fashion. The NT responses to these drugs, in particular METH, are mediated by activation of DA D1 receptors. We have observed that NMDA-type glutamate receptors are essential for the D1-NT interaction. NMDA receptors are selective, since they do not contribute to the antagonistic effects of DA D2 receptors on NT activity. This observation suggests that NT responses to D1 and D2 regulation are mediated through separate and distinct mechanisms. Finally, we found that the presence of METH dramatically reduces striatal NT release, which most likely leads to NT accumulation in nerve terminals and the observed increase in NT tissue level. The blockade of NT release by a psychotogenic drug, such as METH, is consistent with the hypothesis that NT has antipsychotic activity and a decrease in its release may contribute to some forms of schizophrenia similar to that caused by intense use of the stimulants of abuse.